Learn English: 3 easy ways to get better at speaking English
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There are easy ways to learn English, and here are 3 methods NOT taught in language schools or textbooks. These methods are fun, fast, and easy to learn! You will learn how to make studying English easier, and learn how to spend less time studying. Take this lesson and learn the secrets to getting better in English right now.

Click SHARE.
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https://youtu.be/pPvyzXaFWJM
Create Item

A content item is any type of file, text, image, or link that you want the students to see or interact with.

CONTENT INFORMATION

- **Name**: Video
- **Color of Name**: Black

Text:

For the toolbar, press ALT+F10 (PC) or ALT+FN+F10 (Mac) to access:

- Bold
- Italic
- Underline
- Font
- Size
- Color
- Paragraph
- Align
- Indent
- Check Spelling
- Insert Image

ATTACHMENTS

If you select a file you do not want, click Do Not Attach to remove the attachment from the content item. The file itself is not deleted.

Attach File: Browse My Computer > Browse Content Collection

Paste the embedding code in the HTML window.
Create Item

A content item is any type of file, text, image, or link that can be included in a course.

**CONTENT INFORMATION**

- **Name**: Video
- **Color of Name**: Black

Text

For the toolbar, press **ALT+F10** (PC) or **ALT+FN+F10** (Mac). Drag the cursor to select or highlight text. Use the buttons to control text formatting. Use the drop-down menus to change font, style, size, alignment, and paragraph settings.

**ATTACHMENTS**

If you select a file you do not want, click **Do Not Attach** to remove the attachment from the content item. The file itself is not deleted.

Attach File

- Browse My Computer
- Browse Content Collection

Click UPDATE.
Click SUBMIT.